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Letizia Cariello (LETIA)
Copparo

Letizia Cariello was born in a family of Neapolitan origin 
dedicated for more than two hundred years to sculpture. Today 
She lives and works in Milan. She graduated in History of Art 
at the University of Milan and, after having worked for cinema 
in Italy and the United States, she graduated in Painting at the 
Academy of Fine Arts of Brera.

The artist's works - drawings, installations, videos, sculptures 
- are currently exhibited in international public and private 
collections, to name a few: the National Museum of Women 
in the Arts, Washington DC; the Mint Museum, Charlotte, NC; 
the collection of Tony and Heather Podesta, Washington DC; 
the Farnesina Collection - Experimenta, Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, Rome; the Museion / Ar-Ge Kunst, Bolzano, Italy; the 
Patrizia Sandretto Re Rebaudengo Collection, Turin, Italy; the 
Etro Collection, Venice, Italy; the Borromeo Collection, Milan, 
Italy; the Rusconi Art Project Collection, Agrate Conturbia, Bag 
Collection - Uni L. Bocconi, Trussardi Foundation and many 
others. She has participated in solo and group exhibitions 
promoted by authoritative museum institutions, such as La

Triennale di Milano (2018), MART of Rovereto (2003, 2001), 
Kunstverein Ludvigsburg (2002). In Italy, she is represented by 
Massimo Minini Gallery in Brescia and Galleria G7.
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Hallenbad Project is the testimony of a performance realized in 
three swimming pools - Milan, Pontresina and Sacca Fisola. The 
complex installation presents a meticulous reconstruction of the 
phases of the project: the preparatory drawings, the bathing suit, the 
white bandages, the video footage taken by the artist herself while 
she is swimming and by the troupe that follows her walking with the 
equipment along the edges of the pool. In the photographic portraits 
she appears constrained yet authoritative in her heavy armor. The 
sound installation introduces us into a floating mental space within 
which we perceive the echo of the movement of the artist's arms and 
breath. Time is measured by the rhythm of breathing. The gesture 
combines spontaneity and precision, showing the inseparable 
relationship between body and mind. 

Exhibitions

2006, Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo, Turin. 
Book presentation Hallenbad Book and projection of Hallenbad 
Backstage Brescia

2004, Assab-One, in Campo Neutro #01 curated by Roberto 
Pinto , Milano. Letizia Cariello presents three of the ten sections 
that make up Hallenbad Project: sound installation Hallenbad 
Sound and Hallenbad Portraits already exposed to Centro Pecci 
di Prato, and book moke-up, Hallenbad Book-installation.

2003, Center for Contemporary Art Luigi Pecci, Prato. Letizia 
Cariello, Hallenbad Project a cura di Daniel Soutiff e Stefano 
Pezzato

2019, Video Sound Art festival - il Resto Liceo Volta, Milan.

2006, HALLENBAD BOOK – with Lea Vergine, Charta, Milan. 

HALLENBAD PROJECT
2003









My Sister is always with me is a project that includes seven portraits 
exhibited at the museum of Bolzano on the occasion of the exhibition 
Moltitudin /Solitudini.
The photographs portray the artist wearing seven Siamese garments, 
interpreted with mannerist gestures, inspired by the deposition of 
Pontormo's Capponi Chapel. The final work reconstructs a new 
altarpiece that brings together all seven photos.
The idea is based on the concept of duality and the unconscious, 
of the Siamese, a sort of internal brother created to welcome one's 
own thoughts or those of others, like the angels in Wenders' film 
Wings of Desire.

Exhibitions

2003, Moltitudini e Solitudini curated by S.Risaliti, Testi: Sergio 
Risaliti, Achille Bonito Oliva, Gerard Matt , Museion/ ArGe 
Kunst, Bozen. 

2006, My Sister is Always With Me, Arte sul territorio / Cube of 
Alberto Garutti, Bozen.

2012, Embassy Goes Contemporary. Arte giovane dalla 
Collezione Museion at the Italian Embassy, Berlin.

2016, La forza della fotografia. Opere dalla Collezione Museion, 
collection of Museion texts by S.Menegoi L.Ragaglia and 
A.Hapkemeyer – Museion ArGe Kunst, Bozen.

MY SISTER IS ALWAYS WITH ME 
2006





Il cielo stellato sopra di me è un’installazione l cielo stellato sopra di me 
(The starry sky above me) is an installation born from a collaboration 
between the Municipality of San Gimignano and Galleria Continua. 

It is inspired by the structure of the sections reserved for children's 
graves in some European cemeteries. A sort of cemetery city that is 
always accessible, but that does not allow itself to be immediately 
understood in its planimetric structure, forcing its visitors to go around 
the quadrilateral that circumscribes the plan. The variations in form 
and alignment make the structure a reality that is attracting at first 
but then confuses ; the balustrades, enameled with the colors for 
children's rooms (red and blue), decorated with a typical balcony 
motif, reflect in a 'micro' play of mirrors the concept dear to the 
thought of mathematics and music, whereby things seem to repeat 
themselves but are never the same. "The Starry Sky Above Me is a 
monument to childhood and the moral and physical suffering that 
often befalls children. It represents in tragic, heroic but also absolute 
terms - and therefore neither pitiful nor pietistic - all the questions 
about "what if" that besiege the minds of us all.

Exhibitions

2006, Galleria Continua, San Gimignano.

IL CIELO STELLATO SOPRA DI ME
2006





The installation is a three-stage journey that begins with the Travel 
Stick, with which the artist symbolically accompanies visitors inside 
his work, inspired by the installations that pilgrims used to carry with 
them.
A polyptych announces personalities that cannot be recomposed 
according to the usual schemes. The objects are aligned like words 
in a three-dimensional sentence: stone, but not only. Feather, but not 
only. And so on.
We find backboards hanging from shining steel knives, a mattress 
from which red rope hair grows, a body drawn on a bedspread-array 
leaning vertically, while a clock without numbers sings the days of the 
week through the voices of 63 little girls of the world. Finally, we arrive 
at an island of boulders, on which are placed feathers, pens, leaves, 
spoons, ropes, clothes. All around various objects and photographs 
that want to represent themselves and the self.
The artist's creations "are normally born from an occasional 
distraction or from being amazed by common objects that ignite the 
desire to play with them and transform them. Letizia takes pleasure 
in handwork, disassembling and reassembling them, putting them 
close together and changing their place, gluing or sewing them, tying 
them or hanging them up: all in a fraction of a second, first in her 

gaze and then in her hands. A bit like what happens with thoughts, 
imaginations and dreams." (Silvano Fausti, on the work of Letizia 
Cariello, Milan 2010).

Exhibitions

2011, Galleria Massimo Minini, personal exhibition, Brescia. 
Testi di A.Viliani e S.Fausti

DON-DON
2011







Exercises is a series of canvases characterized by rows of 
embroidered red dots. The name alludes to the strenuous 
performance exercise and the process through which it is realized.
After laying out the fabric on the floor, without using measuring 
instruments of any kind, the size of the space separating one dot 
from another is established. The marking of the sequences in a row 
of dots is done with a red marker, the artist synchronizes the rhythm 
of his hand with the rhythm of his breath. The corrections, marked 
with the same marker, take the form of other dots close to the one to 
be corrected. Each of them is aimed at avoiding the loss of linearity 
in the line sequence and at maintaining the regularity of the distances 
between the dots. The stitch sequences are finally embroidered on 
the canvas during the performance.
"The embroidery phase is one of the operations that I cannot delegate 
to others and is part of the physical and respiratory as well as rhythmic 
participation of the vital functions of my body that resonate with the 
layout of the work and are literally transferred onto the materiality of 
the final work. Once the embroidery is finished. Incredibly, the work 
responds with its backside: the back of the canvas that looks to all 
intents and purposes like the tracing of an electrocardiogram."

Exhibitions

2013-2014, Massimo Minini 1973-2013, Forty Years of 
Contemporary Art.

EXCERCISES - TRITTICO-

2013 - 2014





FRATELLINI E SORELLINE
volume and objects with red bond 

2015 - 2021

Trees or bicycles, ladders or cups, jugs and small wood: the artist 
joins them together by tying them with a red thread. A clear, brave 
color that accepts the strength and weakness of its state.
"Fratellini e Sorelline we are all a bit, always looking for another. 
Even without brothers or sisters we are always looking for a double, 
perhaps a mirror. Indissoluble unions, the certainty of a forever that 
chases us walking on the beam. Objects are no different from our 
bodies, they have arms and legs. I have discovered that it is not at 
all easy to bind things together, because there is only one right side 
for each. To bind things together you have to be silent, listen to the 
voice of the eyes that suddenly say: there, that's where the bond is: 
that's where they can be held together. I am often asked whether the 
two tied with the red thread are captive or are united. I think they are 
both, a perfect portrait of the ambiguity in which we sometimes seem 
to be floundering. In that sense, Fratellini e Sorelline is yes a mirror."

Exhibitions

2009, Biennale di Istanbul, Youlluk / Viatico Siemens Sanaat a 
cura di V.Urbani, Instanbul.

2018, Palazzo Borromeo, Milan.

2018, Cascina Maria, Agrate Conturbia, Novara.







A ROSE IS A ROSE
2015 - 2021

 A Rose is a Rose is a photographic diptych that is part of an ongoing 
series entitled A rose is a rose, is a rose is a rose. The artist shoots 
at an interval of fragments of a second, reflecting on the concept 
of time outside time and emphasizing the Aristotelian accident, 
understood as what happens and opposes the idea of substance 
that corresponds to what is. Flowers represent the emblem of beauty, 
of the eternal life cycle. The shots fix the objects, extrapolating a 
visible element from the flow of time in which we are immersed. The 
embroidery and the artist's interventions on the photographs are 
gestures of affective care, they take on the value of remedies, making 
visible the hidden links between things.

The purpose of my intervention is to present what seems identical but 
is not, while remaining eternal. 

Exhibitions

2018, Artissima, Massimo Minini, Turin.









CARILLON, OPERA PER ARCHI
2016

Carillon, opera per archi is a multimedia installation realized by 
rescuing from AXA-Art two cellos, a sound box and some bows that 
are no longer usable, deprived not only of their body but also of their 
very nature: the possibility of creating sound.
Through prostheses of steel and red velvet, the artist gives them a 
new voice. It is no longer the musician's hand that uses the bow to 
touch the strings and produce sound, but it is the music itself that 
vibrates from the belly of the reborn instruments.
A new and different harmony: the sound recorded in space produced 
by Saturn's rings and the Sun itself. The melody spreads every time 
the cellos make an arc, slowly returning to their starting point. The 
eternal rotation of time and planets is materialized by the calendar 
engraved on a large steel disk.

Exhibitions

2016, in collaboration with LCA - Antonini – AXA Art, on the 
occasion of MIART, Palazzo Borromeo, Milan.

2016, in collaboration with Galleria Massimo Minini, LAC – 
Lugano, Brescia.





Gates is a series of windows drawn freehand on sheets of tracing 
paper and then transposed onto walls by tapping farrier nails along 
the outlines. After recreating the shapes, strands of red wool are 
woven between the nails, which act as hooks to form a colorful 
mesh. The nails planted along the contours of the design are both 
loom and back and forth of a three-dimensional hatch: the crossing 
of the wool threads creates a pattern in space and, simultaneously, a 
design that can be touched with the eyes and hands."
Windows represent inner places that create passages between inner 
and outer space. By creating passages, they heal bonds and rebuild 
lost connections.
Gates, passages between opening and closing. What is strong is out 
of time, as when entering a Borromini building you have the feeling of 
a body inside the space. They are born from the love for design and 
architecture, for the border and the silence. They are possibilities of 
crossing in multiple directions with the body, or with the gaze. They 
define everything we need: to look outside, through the grate - which 
is not always a prison - formed by the weaving of wool.

Exhibitions

2019, Galleria Fumagalli, personal exhibition, Milan.

2019, Massimo Minini Artissima, Turin.

2020 - 2021, BAG Bocconi Art Gallery – Università Bocconi, 
Milan via Sarfatti 10 curated by S.Salvemini.

2021, private house, Lucca.

GATES
2019







The work was created by tying bare olive trees with a weave of red 
rope. The plants become a call to action, bringing people back to 
thoughts old and new.
We all need to see the ties. Although they may be seemingly invisible, 
they exist and can be made visible through an action: using red rope 
is an act of resistance means not giving up.
"My work is about making the invisible visible, repairing possibilities, 
weaving and building new connections. The aching olive trees need 
someone who dares to take care of them: something material and 
immediately understandable, but extremely spiritual at the same time. 
The red rope that binds them means that we will pay homage to 
them and that all is not lost. It rebuilds connections and relationships 
otherwise lost, and when you dare to save connections and 
relationships, you are working to save the future."

Exhibitions

2018,  Insideout Bolero  & Red Blood curated by M.Paderni

2019, I.D.E.A. Country Unlimited / Nicoletta Rusconi Art 
Projects, Agrate Conturbia, Novara.

2020, Musica delle Sfere Celesti – permanent Installation. Text 
by M.Tagliafierro

1800 VOLTE
2019





Il Libro del Silenzio s a series of books - 12 unique pieces and 1 
author's proof - published by Gitti and Bertelli publishers, which 
encompasses the delicacy and sacredness of an artistic and spiritual 
work at the same time. The books were assembled by the Benedictine 
Nuns of Viboldone Abbey, who sewed the pages provided by the 
artist with a red thread and covered the incunabulum with a different 
brocade cloth for each book. "When the Editors invited me to think 
of a book of mine for their series, I felt it was secondary to construct 
it with graphic-alphabetical signs or in images, since everything is 
image in a book. The most coherent place where the sheets could 
be assembled was a place where silence is practiced and lived, to 
transmit and preserve that dimension in the material presence of 
each book-object. The pages are made of silkscreened paper with 
the calendar and a handwritten text by the artist. Each book contains 
the same elements and has the same format and number of pages, 
but they follow each other in different sequences and organizations 
each time. Inside are rose petals and thorns, pressed flowers, drops 
of red nail lacquer, red thread embroidery, bird feathers, and black 
and red ink pen drawings. An inside pocket holds a photograph 
taken by Letizia Carriello, different for each book, depicting details of 
some historic paintings.

 Exhibitions

2019 - 2020 - 2021, scheduled resentation Casa del Manzoni, 
Milan. 

LIBRO DEL SILENZIO
Gitti & Bertelli Editore

2020







On a disassembled canvas, the artist, without the aid of tools - squares, 
meters, pencils, tracing paper - traces two points, one indicating the 
center of an ideal circle and the other indicating the distance of a 
radius. Starting from the center, he begins to write the dates following 
the curvature of the circle: a letter for the day of the week and a number 
to indicate the day of the month, beginning with the day he writes.
"Time is what is to come, not what has passed/Time is what must 
come, not what is passed.
.... Detaching oneself from reality is not complicated, the difficult thing 
is to dive into time like an arrow; to pass the surface layer and enter into 
time. I use markers to write, you have to keep the tip very vertical, have 
a steady wrist and a careful arm. If I'm not focused on the name of the 
day I'm writing, I can make mistakes and then it is necessary to erase 
them. As in watercolors, one mistake can be fatal. You can't cheat no 
matter how clever you are, the calendar is a harsh truth.

Exhibitions

2000, Via Farini, exhibition NON RESPIRARE / RESPIRA, Milan.

2016, Biennale del Disegno, Rimini.

2016, Triennale di Milano, Milano.

2011- 2021, Massimo Minini, Brescia.

2011- 2021, I.D.E.A , Agrate Conturbia, Novara.

2016, Palazzo Borromeo, Milan.

1999 – 200,  Studio Casoli Milano e Rome.

2001, Fondazione Olivetti, Rome.

2017, Sara Zanin Gallery, Roea.

2006, Galleria Continua, San Gimignano.

CALENDARI
1999 - 2021





CAPTIONS
PAGE 3

7. Detail with red embroidery from “Calendario Gemma” 2017 
unique edition

8. Detail from “Fratellini e Sorelline” 2015-2021 
red thread and glass and silver jugs

9. Detail  Gate#07 Oblò 2019
farrier nails and red virgin wool thread, diametro 65 cm ca. 
Single edition

10. Fratellini e Sorelline Casale 2015-2021
volume and objects with red bond 

11. Mensola Reliquiae (da Don Don) 2011  
Steel shelf with objects-reliquary
Galleria Massimo Minini, Brescia

12. Gate#07 Oblò 2019 
farrier nails and red virgin wool thread
diameter approx. 65 cm, unique edition

1. Manolete (Dominguin) 2010-11
18th century woven backboard and stainless steel knives, various sizes 
Galleria Massimo Minini BS

2. My Sister is always with me/Guanti 2006 
Framed Photography 145x115 cm Ed.3 + A.p.
Museion BZ

3. Calendario rosso 2016 
ink writing on sheet and red embroidery diameter cm 120
Palazzo Borromeo, Milano

4. 1800 Volte 2019
on the occasion of I.D.E.A., site-specific installation: painted sail 
ropes and olive trees - cm 450x800x350. Nicoletta Rusconi Art 
Projects, Salento.

5. Muselmann Giornata della Memoria 2021
paper with black cuts and stitching, cm 20x20 binario 21, ed. unica

6. Not Even a Drop 2009,  
ceramic and white wire, 5x10 cm



SAVING TIME, 2020
Pen, engraving and red embroidery on cover

Courtesy the artist and Galleria Massimo Minini, Brescia

Photo by Giorgio Benni
Project: Vogue Creativity edited by Valentna Ciarallo, 

Vogue Italia, March 2021

Letizia Cariello (LETIA)
www.letiziacariello.com

www.instagram.com/letizia_kariello 
www.ted.com/talks/

letizia_cariello_il_filo_rosso

Galleria Massimo Minini
Via Luigi Apollonio, 68, 25128 Brescia, IT 

Portfolio curated by Video Sound Art


